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ءઔߒᛵᇞՖࢤᘁ൛ᐡᩀ֗༚ऱᖵ࿓Δፖ୮அߓอऱઌյᐙᣂএΔ
֗ࠡ༚ᖵ࿓խ࣍ܗڶ༚ऱైڂΔආᔆࢤऱઔߒૠΔא৫ᓫऄംԿۯ
31 ۟ 41 ᄣམᘁ൛ᐡᩀΔؾছբ༚ऱՖࢤΖ!
ઔߒ࣠࿇ΚسࠡڇఐছΔ୮அխઃڶլࡳऱ֛ࡠߓڻอΔךየᓢડ
ᣂএงᠦऱ׀ՖߓڻอΔ࠹ृ֨ᐋ૿ტࠩլ֭ऱئՖߓڻอΔงᠦऱ֫
ߩߓڻอΔᏜ֏ԿԳิऱנΔ֗אመ࣍िᥚࢨᏜ֏ऱૻΖڔଚऱ۞ݺ։֏መ
܅Δፖ୮խࠡګהऱຑᜳஇΔ֨၏ᠦงΔ࣍ԫଡլ֭ऱۯᆜΖٵ
ழΔڔڇଚ֨խຟڶৰࠥΕᤚᣄאᓪऱൣፃΔۖຍࠄൣፃڇຍᑌऱ୮அյ
೯ীኪխΔྤףޓऄއᇞΖ!
ڔڇଚ༚৵Δ୮அዌխլࡳऱ֛ࡠߓڻอΔ֗Ꮬ֏ԿԳิऱൣݮឈ
ڶৰՕऱ᧢ޏΔྥۖΔ୮அߓอ᧢ޏࢬڶΔࠡխ࣍ܗڶ༚ऱڕైڂՀΚ)2*ʳ ၲ
࣋ऱߓอΚ୮அፖ؆ऱຑᏺൎΔլᓵਢඒᄎࢨ᠔᛭᧯ߓऱᇷᄭຟ౨࠰྇ܗ᎘
୮அխऱᚘԺΖ)3*ଡԳߜړऱ۞ݺ։֏೯ߓอऱ᠏᧢Κൕسఐࠩ༚ऱመ࿓
խΔڔଚᆖطፖࠡה୮அګऱյ೯ΕኙᇩΕ֗ቫᇢᗑمመ࿓Δ۞ݺ։֏ᏺൎΔ
ၲࡨ౨᧯ᄎئ׀ऱ֨ൣΔ࣋ՀءᣄאᓪᇞऱൣፃΔፖ׀ᘣऱᣂএ᧢ᒷࡉΔፖ
ئᘣࢨ֫ߩऱຑᏺൎΖ)4*ʳ 堚ᄑऱૻΚፖࠡګהऱ֨၏ᠦᓳᖞࠩለᔞᅝ
ऱۯᆜΔլᄎመ࣍งᠦۖྤऄ֭ࠩΔՈլᄎመ࣍िᥚۖऴ൷ࢭᖜ֜ߓהࠡڍ
อۖࠐऱᚘԺΖʳ
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The purpose of this research is to understand the process that begins from a
woman having depression disorder to her recovery, the relationship between her and
her family, and the factors which are good for her recovery. The method of qualitative
research and in-depth interviewing are adopted to collect data. Interviewees are three
unmarried women who are twenty to thirty, and they have already recovered from
their depression.
The results show that: Before the women get depressed, their family suffers from
the unstable spouse subsystem; the father-child subsystem is distressed; the
mother-child subsystem can not get support; the sibling sub-system is estranged; the
rigid triad evolves, and the boundary of the family is over enmeshment or
disengagement. The degree of the interviewees’ self-differentiation is low; the link
between their family and they is weak. They are psychologically distant from their
family so they would be unsupported in their family. At the same time, their complex
emotion is even harder to be released in this family interacting pattern.
After they recovered, the unstable spouse subsystem and the rigid triad would
not disappear. However, the family system does change. Factors associated with
recovery are: (1) open system: the link between the family and the environment are
stronger. Resources from churches or medical system can moderate the pressure from
the family system. (2) individual’s self-differentiation urges the change of the family
structure: interacting with their family members and endeavoring to seek their
independence , they undergo more complete process of self-differentiation. They
began to relieve their bitter; they improve their relationship with their father; the link
with their mother gets stronger. (3) clear boundary: the psychological distance
between the family members and they adjust to a proper situation. The interviewees
stop overly disengaging from their family, so they can get support. Meanwhile, they
also don’t overly entangle with their family, so they no longer bear directly the
pressure from other subsystems.
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